Where can
the bicycle
take us?
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BYCS is an Amsterdam-based social
enterprise driven by the belief that
bicycles transform cities and cities
transform the world. We work
internationally with businesses,
governments and non-profits to initiate
and scale breakthrough ideas around
cycling.
In all our work, we always ask:
‘Where can the bicycle take us?’

“Bicycles transform
cities. Cities transform
the world.”
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50% of all
trips by
bicycle by
2030.

We call our global mission
50by30. It demands the
brightest ideas and the
most determined action.
And we believe it will lead
to a fundamental increase
in health, happiness and
prosperity for all. Cycling is
more than transportation.
It is transformation.
Will you join us?
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What we do

At whatever stage of
cycling maturity you are
at, we can support your
progress.
We run pilots, research, campaigns,
consulting projects and global programs.
We can create bespoke solutions through
our general services or you can get
involved with one of our established
activities. Together, we can create the
future we all want to see.
Our services include:
Research & Insights
Concepting & Piloting
Events & Experiences
Campaigns & Communications
Consultancy & Co-ordination
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“We are developing a
portfolio of cycling
innovations and world
firsts that attract the
best and brightest to
work on solutions with
the greatest potential
for positive change.”
Lee Feldman,
BYCS co-founder

Examples of our work:
Impact Index: beyond statistical snapshots, BYCS is developing a
future-focussed index; inspiring and encouraging cities to think beyond
incremental change. Launching: Summer 2018.
How we create impact:
All our work is built on developing
deep insights of how to create a
cycling future. From this, we concept
and support breakthrough ideas.
We collaborate with others to ensure
these ideas achieve maximum impact,
then scale them by engaging and
inspiring people around the world to
act. We use this scale to draw new
insights to start the process again.
You can jump in at any stage of our
‘change cycle’. And to accelerate
change, we invest our profits to
support non-profit programs - like our
Bicycle Mayor Program - that have the
potential to affect millions.

Velo-city: in 2017, we ran the programming for the Amsterdam break-out
of the world’s leading cycling conference and led over 1,000 people on
our guided cycle tours.
Business smart: we are working with a number of organizations
to improve access to cycling through behavioural campaigns and
partnerships, including through our BiketoWork program.
City innovations: we are the agency of record for Amsterdam. Whilst we
help build the city’s leading approach, we also use these insights to help
other cities around the world.
(For our established activities,
see the following pages)
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Programs
Bicycles Mayors are already having profound
impacts:

Bicycle Mayors Program

In Mexico City, Mexico, Areli Carreon is taking action
against social and political challenges through the
leadership of cycling activists. Big visionary and festive
events are showing the wide-ranging benefits of cycling
for a car-centric city.

Bicycle Mayors are
city catalysts that bring
together the public and
private realms to uncover the
massive economic, health, and
environmental benefits of
increased cycling capacity.

In São Paulo, Brazil, JP Amaral is organising
workshops with local policy makers to help implement
global cycling knowledge into the mega-city context. At
the same time he is working with businesses to implement
a Bike to Work campaign.
In Baroda, India, Nikita Lalwani is breaking the
commuter caste system and motorized-traffic domination;
role modelling equality and everyday cycling for everyone.
In Keene, USA, Tiffany Mannion is creating awareness
around safety and cycling in a community-based region
whilst also working with influential policy makers across
the country.

BYCS developed the concept and
facilitated the election of the world’s first
Bicycle Mayor in Amsterdam in June
2016. Since then, the idea has caught
the attention of cities around the world,
and we’ve helped set up new Mayors on
every continent. We continue to act as
the international convening organization
powering the network.

Bicycle Mayors can accelerate the
changes we need by uniting all citizens
to take action. They are the face and
voice of cycling in a city. They share best
practice, highlight innovation, co-develop
new tool-kits, and continuously develop
leadership and insights as they relate to
cycling progress. Crucially, Mayors act
on local needs but by connecting them
across a global network we elevate their
profile and influence. They rapidly share
ideas, challenges and solutions, creating a
truly radical shift.
Do you want a Bicycle Mayor
in your city?
bicyclemayor@bycs.org
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“They role model
good behaviour,
identify solutions
to local needs and
bring together
cycling organizations,
residents, businesses
and governments to
make change happen.”
Huffington Post

In Sydney, Australia, Sarah Imm is changing attitudes
in one of the most hostile cities for bicycling. Partnering
with the state police, the state and local government, she
is establishing the state’s first Bike Bus Program for her
children’s school.
In Beirut, Lebanon, Philippe Dagher is helping the city
to progress from the car and embrace a healthier way to
travel, commute and live. He wants to reduce motorised
transport by 50% in the next seven years.
In Cape Town, South Africa, Lebogang Mokwena is
breaking down racial and social barriers. She’s educating
more people in disadvantaged communities to learn how
to cycle; to improve their prospect for employment.
In Amsterdam, the Netherlands Kathelijne Boerma is
empowering the next generation of changemakers, finding
‘Bicycle Heroes’ in the city’s schools and helping to elect
the world’s first junior Bicycle Mayor.
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Programs

Projects

CycleLab

Cycling is transformation.
We pursue this in a number
of CycleLabs around the
world in order to innovate,
test and scale various
cycling innovations in
different environments.

Every CycleLab adapts to its own setting.
They are co-laboratories. A combination
of a highly collaborative physical place,
engaging and convening a broad
cross-section of society, and facilitated
tools for system-level change. These
tools include human-centred design,
behavioural insights, evidence-gathering,
crowdsourcing, narrative storytelling, and
co-creation workshops.
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In the province of Gelderland and the city
of Amsterdam we’ve been prototyping
these bicycle innovation labs. We are
now opening up the CycleLab concept to
other cities and regions around the world
to stimulate their local transformation.
We believe every city can benefit from a
CycleLab.

Bicycle
Architecture
Biennale

The world’s first international Bicycle
Architecture Biennale (BAB) is a showcase
of outstanding built environment solutions
around cycling. It celebrates the cutting
edge and high profile building designs
that are facilitating bicycle travel, storage
and safety around the world. The biennale
aims to reflect how cycling can improve
urban living by contributing to a healthier
lifestyle and a cleaner environment. And
how design solutions can not only meet
transit needs, but also inspire and facilitate
greater cycling uptake. We organised the
first event during Velo-city 2017 and the
BAB is now on tour. If you’d like to host
the BAB let us know.
We are now looking for suggestions for
designs to showcase during the next
biennale.

Bike Stop
Bike Stop has the potential to
transform how people around the
world feel about cycling.

We’ve identified that as more people use
the bicycle to cover longer distances, and
as bicycle paths become more segregated
from roads, there is a need for new
services for cyclists in and between cities
and towns. So we created Bike Stop.
Whilst some facilities exist that service the
bicycle, Bike Stop looks at how we can
better service the person, and how retail
space along cycle paths can help further
encourage and facilitate cycling. Our
pilot was set up on a bike path between
Arnhem and Nijmegen in the Netherlands,
to coincide with these cities jointly hosting
the international cycling conference Velocity in 2017. Based on this experience, we
are refining and developing the concept
further, and have started to implement it in
new cities. We believe it has the potential
to transform how people around the world
feel about cycling.
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Pilots

Everybike

We believe access to a bicycle should be
a basic human right. We want to remove
all barriers to getting a bicycle when you
need one in any major city. Everybike is a
platform that connects all bicycle share,
rental, concierge and borrowing schemes
to get you a bicycle, at any time, within
minutes.

Bike Count

Contribute to 50by30

We envision a network of ultra low-cost,
low maintenance cameras, easily obtained
and installed, connected to existing open
source software to provide complete
city coverage. They will collect data and
offer new insights to city planners. This
will allow any city on any budget to make
better informed decisions that benefit
cycling progress.

There are three main ways
you can help us realise our
50by30 mission, and create
the future we all want to see.

Work with us
If you’d like to improve cycling in your city or organization, or want
to increase your influence or involvement in cycling, then let’s start a
conversation and see which of our services can support you.
Collaborate
We work with a range of partners who share our vision for how cycling
can transform cities. If you would like to contribute to the success of one
of our established activities - our pilots, projects and programs - then we
would love to hear from you.

Global Bike Path
We have a vision to connect all of the
local, regional, national and transnational
bike paths to create a global bike path
network. To bridge the gaps and connect
existing infrastructure, we will use open
mapping data and wayfinding, combined
with crowdfunding and activation
campaigns. In this way, cyclists on a path
on Shanghai wil feel connected to riders
in Toronto. There is a huge opportunity to
help BYCS realise this vision.
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Sponsor / Invest
We invest our profits into helping to grow ideas that have the potential to
affect millions. Right now we are launching sponsorship opportunities to
allow others to also support this work.

Velofund
The world’s first bicycle-centric crowdfunding platform, VeloFund primarily
focuses on radically new and disruptive
ideas that have massive impact potential.
The inaugural project is a bicycle seat
called Moovah, designed for the Muslim
world that allows women to ride safely,
comfortably, and appropriately.

For the Bicycle Mayor program (our main non-profit activity), we are
opening up two branded packages: Local Champion and Global
Supporter. You can choose to either support the activities of your local
Bicycle Mayor or the running of the global network. As well as muchneeded funders we are looking for support for travel, accommodation,
nutrition, IT, meeting spaces, training and more. Each sponsor package
comes with a range of benefits.

Please contact us for more information.
connect@bycs.org
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BYCS,
Tweede Laurierdwarsstraat 64,
1016RC Amsterdam
T: 0031-651492843
connect@BYCS.org
BYCS.org
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Get in touch:
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“Every time I see
an adult on a bike,
I no longer fear for
the future of the
human race.”
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